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Outliers do matter and are not always bad
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Least Squares Robust Estimator
Source: P. J. Rousseeuw and A. M. Leroy (1987)
Hertzsprung-Russell Data
Star Cluster CYG OB1
Source: P.J. Rousseeuw and A.M. Leroy (1987)
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Measuring robustness of an estimator
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Measuring robustness of an estimator
Sensitivity curve, see inter alia [Maronna et al., 2006]
Let us consider a data set Xn = fx1, . . . , xng and the statistic
Tn = Tn(x1, . . . , xn).
To study the impact of a potential outlier on this statistic, we may analyze
the modication of value observed for the statistic when we add an
extra data point x and allow it to move on the whole line (from  ∞
to +∞).
The (standardized) sensitivity curve of the statistic Tn for the sample Xn
is dened by
SC(x ;Tn,Xn) =




for each value of x , we compare the value of the statistic in the
"contaminated" sample with its value in the initial sample, and rescale the
di¤erence by dividing by 1/(n+ 1), the amount of contamination.
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Mean and Median Standardized Sensitivity Curve
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Measuring robustness of an estimator
Inuence function
The inuence function (IF) can be considered as an asymptotic version
of the sensitivity curve of the statistic Tn when the sample size n grows,
that is, when the empirical distribution function Fn tends to the underlying
population distribution function F :












T ((1  ε) F + ε∆x )  T (F )
ε
,
where ∆x denotes the probability distribution putting all its mass in the
point x .
This function measures the e¤ect on T of a pertubation of F obtained by
adding a small probability mass at the point x .
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Mean and Median Influence Function
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Measuring robustness of an estimator
Gross-error sensitivity
The gross-error sensitivity of T at distribution F , dened by
γ(T ,F ) = sup
x
jIF(x ;T ,F )j ,
evaluates the biggest inuence that an outlier may have on T . From
the robustness point of view, it is of course preferable to use an estimator
for which γ(T ,F ) is nite (i.e. bounded IF).
Local-shift sensitivity
The local-shift sensitivity measures the e¤ect of a small perturbation of
the value of x on T . We may determine the local-shift sensitivity
λ(T ,F ) = sup
x 6=y
jIF(y ;T ,F )  IF(x ;T ,F )j
jy   x j .
From the robustness point of view, it is of course preferable to use an
estimator for which the IF is smooth everywhere.
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Measuring robustness of an estimator
Breakdown point
The sensitivity curve shows how an estimator reacts to the introduction of
one single outlier. Some estimators have bounded sensitivity curve (SC)
and therefore resist to this contamination. However, it is possible that the
number of outliers in a sample is so large that even these estimators with
bounded SC can break.
The breakdown point is, roughly, the smallest amount of
contamination in the sample that may cause the estimator to take on
arbitrary values.
Example
If the ith observation among x1, . . . , xn goes to innity, the sample mean
µn goes to innity as well. This means that the nite-sample breakdown
point of this statistic is only 1/n. In contrast, the nite-sample breakdown
point of the median Q0.5;n is n/2n if n is even and
(n+1)/2
n if n is odd.
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Measuring robustness of an estimator
Choosing a good (robust) estimator
Fisher-consistent. If the estimator was calculated using the entire
population rather than a sample, the true value of the estimated
parameter should be obtained
Bounded inuence function (low gross-error sensitivity). The
biggest inuence that an outlier may have on the estimator should be
limited
Smooth inuence function (low local-shift sensitivity). The e¤ect
on the estimator of a small perturbation in the data should be limited
High breakdown point. The estimator must withstand a
contamination of a large proportion of the data




Compromises must often be made to achieve good performance.
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Descriptive statistics
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Descriptive statistics
Location parameters
Several measures of location are available in the literature. We compare i)
two classical estimators based on (centered) moments of the empirical
distribution, ii) an estimator based on quantiles of the distribution, and iii)
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Location parameters







µn 1 0% O(n)
µαn
8>>><>>>:
1.0263 if α = 0.05
1.0604 if α = 0.10
1.1952 if α = 0.25
100α% O(n)
Q0.5;n pi/2 = 1.5708 50% O(n)
HLn pi/3 = 1.0472 29% O(n log n)












Value -0.00 -0.01 -0.01










Value 1.00 0.00 0.01
Time 0.01 0.01 0.41
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Descriptive statistics
Scale parameters
Several measures of dispersion are available in the literature. We compare
i) a classical estimators based on (centered) moments of the empirical
distribution, ii) two estimators based on quantiles of the distribution, and
iii) an estimator based on pairwise comparisons of the observations







Quantile-based estimator (inter-quartile range)
IQRn = 0.7413 (Q0.75  Q0.25)
Quantile-based estimator (median absolute deviation)
MADn = 1.4826medi jxi  medjxj j
Pairwise based estimator [Rousseeuw and Croux, 1993]
Qn = 2.2219 fjxi   xj j; i < jg(k ) and k = (n2)/4
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Scale parameters







σn Classical 0.5 0% O(n)
IQRn Quantile-based 1.3605 25% O(n)
MADn Quantile-based 1.3605 50% O(n)
Qn Pairwise-based 0.6077 50% O(n log n)












Value 0.99 1.00 1.00










Value 10.00 1.00 1.02
Time 0.01 0.10 0.52
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Descriptive statistis
Skewness parameters
Several measures of skewness are available in the literature. We compare i)
a classical estimators based on (centered) moments of the empirical
distribution, ii) an estimators based on quantiles of the distribution, and
iii) an estimator based on pairwise comparisons of the observations
















Pairwise-based estimator-Medcouple [Brys et al., 2004]
MCn = medx(i )Q0.5;nx(j)
(x(j) Q0.5;n) (Q0.5;n x(i ))
x(j) x(i ) for all x(i ) 6= x(j)
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Skewness







γ1;n Classical 6 0% O(n)
SK0.25;n Quantile-based 1.8421 25% O(n)
MCn Pairwise-based 1.25 25% O(n log n)









robstat x, stat(skew sk)
robstat x, stat(mc)
γ1;n SK0.25;n MCn
Value 0.02 0.00 0.00






gen x=z+10 in 1/100
robstat x, stat(skew sk)
robstat x, stat(mc)
γ1;n SK0.25;n MCn
Value 9.70 0.01 0.01
Time 0.00 0.12 0.56
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Identifying univariate outliers
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Univariate outliers identication
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Univariate outliers identication
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Univariate outliers identication
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Univariate outliers identication
Must adjust to skewness and tail heavyness [Bru¤aerts et al., 2014]
Modify the whiskers of the boxplot to deal with asymmetry and tail
heavyness.
Generalized Boxplot
Cope with both the skewness and tail heavyness
Set the desired rejection rate to any chosen level
Computational complexity O(n)
Do a rank preserving transformation of the data
Fit the transformed data density using a Tukey g and h distribution
Chose the theoretical quantiles of the latter to set whiskers (after
applying an inverse transformation)
Transformation
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Univariate outliers identication
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Regression models
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True line Fitted line
Clean Vertical Bad leverage Good leverage
Intercept 0.012 0.964 0.163
t-stat (0.22) (2.44) (1.33)
Slope 1.013 0.704 0.155
tstat (19.49) (1.88) (3.34)
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-5 0 5 10 15
x
True line Fitted line
Clean Vertical Bad leverage Good leverage
Intercept 0.012 0.964 0.163 0.016
t-stat (0.22) (2.44) (1.33) (0.29)
Slope 1.013 0.704 0.155 0.988
tstat (19.49) (1.88) (3.34) (47.92)
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Classical modelling: Least Squares regression and L1
Least squares regression
Consider regression model
yi = x ti θ + εi
where yi is the dependent variable, xi is the vector of covariates and εi is
the error term (i = 1, ..., n).
To estimate θ, a loss function of the residuals ri (θ) = yi   x ti θ is
minimized.





ri (θ)2 (regress in Stata)
The squaring of the residuals makes LS very sensitive to outliers. To
increase robustness, the square function could be replaced by the absolute
value [Edgeworth, 1887].





jri (θ)j (qreg in Stata)
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Robust modelling: M-estimators
M-estimators
[Huber, 1981] generalized this idea to a set of symmetric functions that
could be used instead of the absolute value to increase e¢ ciency and
robustness.
To guarantee scale equivariance, residuals are standardized by a measure
of dispersion σ.The problem becomes:










(robreg m in Stata)
The function ρ or its derivative, ψ, can be chosen in such a way to provide
the estimator desirable properties in terms of bias and e¢ ciency.
For many choices of ρ or ψ, no closed form solution exists. In most cases
an iteratively re-weighted least squares tting algorithm can be performed.
If the function ψ decreases to zero as ri (θ)σ ! ∞, the estimator is called
redescending.
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Robust modelling: M-estimators
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Robust modelling: pitfalls of M-estimators















r2i (θ) we have





wi r2i (θ) that can be easily tted using
iteratively reweighted least squares.
The convergence of the algorithm to a unique solution is
guaranteed for monotonic estimators but nor for redescending
M-estimators.
σ is not known beforehand and has to be estimated which is not easy
without a good starting point.
Monotonic M-estimators are not robust against bad leverage










The problem must be tackled from a di¤erent perspective
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Robust modelling: S-estimator of regression
S-estimator of regression
The square function in LS awards excessive importance to outliers. To
increase robustness, another function ρ0() (even, non decreasing for































where δ = E [ρ0 (u)] with u v N(0, 1)
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Robust estimators
S-estimator of regression









































where ρ00 is the rst derivative of ρ0
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Robust modelling: S-estimator of regression
Tukey Biweight Function









1    uc 2i3 if juj  c
c2
6 if juj > c
. (1)
There is a trade-o¤ between robustness and Gaussian e¢ ciency
c = 1.56 leads to a 50% BD and an e¢ ciency of 28%
c = 3.42 leads to a 20% BDP and an e¢ ciency of 85%
c = 4.68 leads to a 10% BDP and an e¢ ciency of 95%
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Robust estimators
MM-estimators [Yohai, 1987]
1 Fit an S-estimator of regression with 50% BDP and estimate the
scale parameter σˆS = s(r1(θˆS ), . . . , rn(θˆS )).






). The BDP is set by ρ0 and the e¢ ciency
by ρ.




































where ψ is the rst derivative of ρ.
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GMM and robust estimators
GMM estimator
[Croux et al., 2003] suggest that MM-estimate are equivalent to
























As shown in [Hansen, 1982] ϑˆ has a limiting normal distribution given by
p
n(ϑˆ  ϑ)  ! N(0,V )





and Ω = E [mi (ϑ)mti (ϑ)], the asymptotic
variance is V = G 1Ω(G t ) 1
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Choosing the estimator
Two Hausman-type tests [Dehon et al., 2012]
Question 1: Generalized Hausman-Type test (GH), LS is a particular
MM-estimator when c1 ! ∞
GH = (θˆS   θˆLS )t [Var(θˆS ) + Var(θˆLS )  2Cov(θˆLS , θˆS )] 1(θˆS   θˆLS )
Under the null, GH is distributed asymptotically as a central χ2p where p
is the number of unknown parameters. This test allows to determine if a
robust method should be preferred to a classical one.
Question 2: Compare MM and S-estimators
GH = (θˆS   θˆMM )t [Var(θˆS ) + Var(θˆMM )  2Cov(θˆMM , θˆS )] 1(θˆS   θˆMM )
Under the null, GH is distributed asymptotically as a central χ2p where p
is the number of unknown parameters. This test allows to gure out the
"optimal" e¢ ciency
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Choosing the estimator








reg perdiabet percphys perco
robreg s perdiabet percphys perco, hausman
robreg mm perdiabet percphys perco, hausman
robreg mm perdiabet percphys perco, eff(60) hausman
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Choosing the estimator
Linear regression
       _cons   -3.265407    .507357    -6.44   0.000    -4.262236   -2.268578
      percob    .3003667   .0232706    12.91   0.000     .2546458    .3460876
    percphys    .1718203   .0190935     9.00   0.000     .1343063    .2093343
   perdiabet       Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
   Total  3483.08608   499  6.98013242 Root MSE      =  1.6246
           Adj R-squared =  0.6219
Residual  1311.76184   497  2.63935983 R-squared     =  0.6234
   Model  2171.32424     2  1085.66212 Prob > F      =  0.0000
           F(  2,   497) =  411.34
Source        SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     500
. reg perdiabet percphys perco
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Choosing the estimator
S-estimator and outlier test
Hausman test of S against LS:    chi2(2) = 12.104611      Prob > chi2 = 0.0024
       _cons   -1.425621   .7096118    -2.01   0.045    -2.816435   -.0348074
      percob    .1825398   .0320588     5.69   0.000     .1197057     .245374
    percphys    .2316495   .0239441     9.67   0.000     .1847199     .278579
   perdiabet       Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
               Robust
                                                  Scale estimate  =  1.5505239
                                                  Bisquare k      =   1.547645
                                                  Breakdown point =         50
                                                  Subsamples      =         50
S-Regression (28.7% efficiency)                   Number of obs   =        500
refining 2 best candidates ... done
enumerating 50 candidates ... done
. robreg s perdiabet percphys perco, hausman nodots
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Choosing the estimator
MM-estimator and e¢ ciency test
Hausman test of MM against S:    chi2(2) = 8.4158528      Prob > chi2 = 0.0149
       _cons   -2.495173   .5904253    -4.23   0.000    -3.652386   -1.337961
      percob    .2659837   .0318083     8.36   0.000     .2036406    .3283269
    percphys    .1808932   .0228649     7.91   0.000     .1360789    .2257075
   perdiabet       Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
               Robust
                                                  Robust R2 (rho) =  .44064435
                                                  Robust R2 (w)   =  .68991266
                                                  Scale estimate  =  1.5505239
                                                  S-estimate: k   =   1.547645
                                                  M-estimate: k   =  3.4436898
                                                  Breakdown point =         50
                                                  Subsamples      =         50
MM-Regression (85% efficiency)                    Number of obs   =        500
iterating RWLS estimate ................ done
Step 2: fitting redescending M-estimate
refining 2 best candidates ... done
enumerating 50 candidates ... done
Step 1: fitting S-estimate
. robreg mm perdiabet percphys perco, hausman nodots
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Choosing the estimator
MM-estimator and e¢ ciency test
Hausman test of MM against S:    chi2(2) = 4.5984588      Prob > chi2 = 0.1003
       _cons   -2.047126   .5926382    -3.45   0.001    -3.208676   -.8855769
      percob    .2308929   .0350134     6.59   0.000     .1622679    .2995178
    percphys    .2026506   .0265639     7.63   0.000     .1505864    .2547149
   perdiabet       Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
               Robust
                                                  Robust R2 (rho) =  .34941524
                                                  Robust R2 (w)   =  .76053069
                                                  Scale estimate  =  1.5505239
                                                  S-estimate: k   =   1.547645
                                                  M-estimate: k   =  2.3666372
                                                  Breakdown point =         50
                                                  Subsamples      =         50
MM-Regression (60% efficiency)                    Number of obs   =        500
iterating RWLS estimate ...................... done
Step 2: fitting redescending M-estimate
refining 2 best candidates .. done
..................................................
0  20  40  60  80  100
enumerating 50 candidates (percent completed)
Step 1: fitting S-estimate
. robreg mm perdiabet percphys perco, eff(60) hausman
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Identifying multivariate outliers
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Outliers in higher dimensions
Multivariate analysis
Multivariate analysis deals with situations in which several variables are
measured on each experimental unit.
The multivariate analysis may pursue di¤erent objectives:
reduction of dimensionality: principal components analysis, factor
analysis, canonical correlation, ...;
estimation of explanatory models: multivariate linear model,
generalized linear models, ...;
identication, classication of individuals (units) on the basis of
the values of the various variables: discriminant analysis, automatic
classication, outliers identication relying on Mahalanobis-type
distances di =
q
(xi   bµ)t bΣ 1 (xi   bµ)...
Most of these techniques rely on the prior estimation of some parameters
of the underlying multivariate distribution.
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Outliers in higher dimensions
Multivariate analysis
Let X (n) = fx1, . . . , xng be a random sample of n i.i.d. p-variate
observations such that, for all i = 1, . . . , n,
µ = E (xi ) and Σ = E

(xi   µ) (xi   µ)t

.
The classical estimators of µ and Σ can be obtained by the method of
moments (which coincide with the maximum likelihood estimators when
the distribution of the observations is Gaussian). Taking the empirical













(xi   x) (xi   x)t .
These estimators are non robust. One single observation among n can
break the empirical mean x and covariance matrix S, which gives empirical
breakdown points equal to 1/n, and asymptotic breakdown points
(obtained for n! ∞) equal to zero. The inuence functions are not
bounded either.
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Outliers in higher dimensions
Multivariate analysis
Trimmed estimators (MCD), M-estimators, S-estimators etc. are available
in stata using the command robmv. We focus on the projection-based
[Stahel, 1981] and [Donoho, 1982] estimator.
A multivariate outlier is a point that lies far away from the bulk of data in
any direction and can be seen as an outlier in some univariate projection.
Denition
Given a direction a 2 Rp with kak = 1, denote by X (n)a = fxt1a, . . . , xtnag
the projection of the dataset along a. Let bµ and bσ be robust univariate
location and dispersion statistics. The outlyingness of a point along a is
dened as ra (x) =
xta bµX (n)a bσX (n)a  and the Stahel-Donoho outlyingness of x




with Sp = fa 2 Rp : kak = 1g.
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Outliers in higher dimensions
Stahel-Donoho estimator
If the data are normally distributed, the global outlyingness measures
SDOi are asymptotically χ2p distributed [Maronna and Yohai, 1995]
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Outliers in higher dimensions
Modied Stahel-Donoho estimator
The Stahel-Donoho method is only suited for elliptical data as it assumes
that the scale on the lower and upper sides of the median to be equal.
The Stahel-Donoho outlyingness measure can be modied to take this into
account.
The asymmetrical outlyingness with respect to X (n) of a point x 2 Rp










Q0.75(X (n)a ) Q0.5(X (n)a )




Q0.5(X (n)a ) Q0.25(X (n)a )
i if xta <Q0.5(X (n)a )
where Qη is ηth percentile the of the projected dataset X (n)a and
c = 0.7413.
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Outliers in higher dimensions
Modied Stahel-Donoho estimator






drawnorm x1 x2, corr(C)
replace x1=invchi2(3,normal(x1))
replace x2=invchi2(3,normal(x2))
sd x1 x2, gen(a0 b0) level(0.99)
sdasym x1 x2, generate(a b) level(0.99)
twoway (scatter x1 x2 if a0==0&a==0) (scatter x1 x2 if
a0==1&a==0) (scatter x1 x2 if a0==1&a==1), legend(order( 1
"None" 2 "SD" 3 "AO & SD") rows(1)) title("Identified
outliers")
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x2
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Unmasking the outliers
Obesity prevalence in a sample of US counties
use ...nDiabetes.dta
robreg mm perdiabet percphys perco, eff(60) hausman
predict res
replace res=(perdiabet-res)/e(scale)
sdasym percphys percob, gen(a b) level(0.99)
local l=invnorm(0.99)
local u=e(cutoff)
scatter res b, xline(u) yline( l -l)
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Unmasking the outliers
Obesity prevalence in a sample of US counties
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Binary models
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Binary dependent variable models
Standard Logit
Let y be a 1-0 variable indicating the realization of a specic event. We
wish to predict this outcome by means of a linear combination of di¤erent
explanatory variables x1, x2, . . . , xp .




= P (yi = 1jxi ). The maximum





yi  1  F  βtxi 1 yi 
bβML = argminβ2Rp+1 ∑ni=1  yi lnF  βtxi   (1  yi ) ln  1  F  βtxi 




  (1  yi ) ln  1  F  βtxi sign  yi   F  βtxi 
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Binary dependent variable models
Robust Logit
[Pregibon, 1982] proposed to robustify the method using a similar logic
to M-estimators. He suggests to nd bβP = argminβ2Rp+1 ∑ni=1 λ  d2i (β)
where λ (υ) =

υ if υ  q
2
p
qυ  q if υ > q
[Bianco and Yohai, 1996] considered a bounded function γ instead of λ
introducing a correction to ensure the Fisher-consistency:bβBY = argminβ2Rp+1 ∑ni=1 γ  d2i (β)+ C (β).







if υ  0.5
exp





xi , bµn; bΣn  χ2p;0.975
0 else;
to reduce leverage e¤ect.
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Outliers in the Titanic accident
Identify the outliers in the Titanic accident
Run a robust Logit of survival (y) on age, gender and class dummy
The stata command is roblogit
Estimate deviances dened as di =  yi ln(pˆ)  (1  y)ln(1  pˆ)
The distribution of deviances is unknown, use the propose technique
to identify outliers
Use the outlier identication tool of
[Rousseeuw and van Zomeren, 1990]
Zoom on interesting outliers
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Outliers in the Titanic accident
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Titanic accident - Ticket No. 113781, cabins C22-C26
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Conclusion
Several robust estimators exist in stata













M-estimators, S-estimators, MCD estimator, MVE estimator,
Projection based estimators, Robust Principal Component
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Procedure
Transformation
1 Center and reduce the data: xi =
xi Q0.5(fxjg)
IQR(fxjg)
2 Shift the dataset to obtain only strictly positive values:
ri = xi  min(fxj g) + 0.1
3 Standardize ri to map xi on (0, 1): eri = rimin(frjg)+max(frjg)
4 Consider the inverse normal transformation wi = Φ 1 (eri )
5 Center and reduce the values wi : w i =
wi Q0.5(fwjg)
ζIQR(fwjg)/1.3426
6 Adjust the distribution of the values w i (i = 1, . . . , n) by the Tukey
Tbg ,bh distribution:







, bh = 2 ln
 
 bg P0.9(fw j g)P0.1(fw j g)
P0.9(fw j g)+P0.1(fw j g)
!
z 20.9
7 Select the rejection bounds (L , L+) using specic quantiles of the
adjusted distribution (here P0.35 and P99.65) and do the inverse
transformation
Boxplot
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